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In the year 1644, a young and up-coming Dutch artist, Allaert van Ever-
dingen, was shipwrecked o+ the south coast of Norway. According to 
Arnold Houbraken’s retelling of the incident in De groote schouburgh der 
Nederlantsche konstschilders en schilderessen (The Great Theatre of Dutch 
Painters) from 1718,1 the young man was saved, supposedly with his draw-
ing materials, and for a few months he travelled in this part of the world, 
depicting the nature and landscapes of southern Norway and western 
Sweden. The anecdote of the shipwreck and the subsequent whereabouts 
of the artist have never been fully clari-ed. Navigation fraught with  danger 
and risk-taking—not to mention potential fortune—was of course one 
of the many thrilling tales of adventurers and entrepreneurs of the time, 
but unfortunately, no travel diary has been found and supporting sources 
have been generally faulty.2 All the same, the assumption among scholars 
today is that Allaert van Everdingen, born in Alkmaar in 1621 and trained 
as a marine artist in Utrecht and Haarlem, at the age of twenty-three 
hopped on one of the many Dutch timber traders bound for Scandina-
vian and Baltic coastal towns.3 Shipwrecked or not, there is now little 
doubt that he visited Risør and Langesund in Norway, important staple 
towns for timber, as well as the mountainous Telemark region nearby. 
Furthermore, he found his way to the newly constructed port city of 
Gothenburg in Sweden. He explored the city’s immediate surroundings, 
including the waterfall and mills at Mölndal, and likely followed the course 
of the  nearby river Göta älv, reaching at least as far as the waterfalls at 
Trollhättan.
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From a Swedish perspective, the prevailing opinion has long been that 
van Everdingen was a pioneer in Swedish landscape painting. The artist 
was consequently of special interest in the height of the National-Roman-
tic movement at the turn of the twentieth century. Olof Granberg, then 
curator of the Swedish national museum of art, brought attention to 
 Allaert van Everdingen as “the Salvatore Rosa of the North [who] in 
colour knew how to interpret our magni-cent nature, so foreign to the 
Dutch people of the plains”.4 Granberg encouraged all Swedes to express 
gratitude to the artist for his discovery of the aesthetic values of Swedish 
nature, values they had not appreciated when he visited the northern 
country. Indeed, in the 1960s, the art historian Gunnar Berefelt main-
tained that Swedes of the seventeenth century did not “document any 
noticeable will to either understand or depict the quality of Swedish 
 nature. On the contrary, in many respects, one senses a certain distain for 
the Swedish landscape and with satisfaction does [the seventeenth-cen-
tury Swedish poet Haquin] Spegel declare that ‘where pines and spruces 
once grew on the harsh rock, is now orangery…’.”5 The picture of the 
orangery highlights the notion of a re-ned civilised nature where “delicate 
fruits can be reared where the climates does not allow them to be culti-
vated in the open”.6 Berefelt continued by stating that it is thus not sur-
prising that it was a foreigner who recognized “the desolate, wild nature 
in the sparsely populated Sweden of the time”.7 More recently, Karin 
Sidén, Mikael Ahlund and other art historians have nuanced the picture 
of the ground-breaking artist by considering the role of European visual 
traditions in van Everdingen’s achievements, along with the wider  political, 
commercial and scienti-c interests of the age, from both Dutch and Swed-
ish perspectives.8 Their studies are truly valuable for a richer understand-
ing of the artist’s work and his context. Acknowledging these aspects, it 
is nevertheless still worthwhile to re5ect upon the fact that the type of 
nature that van Everdingen encountered during his trip was new to him, 
and that he observed and represented this nature with a foreigner’s gaze—
something that no one had done before him.

In this article, I will take a closer look at the representation of nature in 
van Everdingen’s drawings and etchings related to his Scandinavian trip. 
I wonder what, as a newcomer to the north, did he see? How did he  perceive 
these northern territories that “during the seventeenth century were as-
similated to wild spaces and located on the border of the civilized world”?9 
These questions have been asked before, not the least by art historian 
Alice I. Davies in her comprehensive research on the artist.10 I am very 
much indebted to Davies’s rich accounts on the life and work of van Ever-
dingen. The following pages are also indebted to art historian Jan Blanc 
who has made the case that van Everdingen’s the wild sceneries “defy the 
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qualities and the properties of beauty, according to a theme very present 
in the sublime imaginary, especially in Longinus’s treatise” Peri hypsous, 
on the sublime—a treatise that was at least partly known in the artistic 
milieu of the Dutch Republic.11 Blanc convincingly shows that there ex-
isted a “true sublime sensitivity” among artists during the age—certainly 
among Dutch painters of marine landscapes—and he claims that “[w]hat 
we might call a ‘sublime generation’ emerged at the same time as van 
Everdingen’s formation as an artist”.12 Inspired by Blanc’s line of reason-
ing, I would however like to consider van Everdingen’s encounter with 
northern nature in a context seldom mentioned in the literature—a 
 baroque worldview. Needless to say, neither the baroque as a concept 
nor as a historiographic category was something van Everdingen and 
his contemporaries were aware of. Yet, since the late nineteenth century, 
the baroque has served as both a fruitful and contested notion to talk 
about the particular zeitgeist that marked the period between the Renais-
sance and the Enlightenment. As John D. Lyons explains in The Oxford 
handbook of the baroque (2019): “the Baroque is a massive success […] but 
a success that is also a perpetual crisis, a constant questioning about the 
meaning of this term and about what purpose it serves.”13 My argument 
in this context is guided by the consideration, however vague, that the 
baroque points to diverse expressions of an ongoing cultural crisis that 
challenged traditional views of reality, which include both artistic and 
philosophical articulations, as well as geographical and scienti-c dis-
coveries. This situation entailed, as Peter Burke argues, a crisis of repre-
sentation where new philosophical distinctions between “‘primary quali-
ties,’ things as they really are, and ‘secondary qualities,’ things as they 
seem to human senses, is surely related to a recurrent theme in baroque 
art and literature–the gap between appearance and reality, être and paraî-
tre, ser and parecer, Sein and Schein.”14 In hindsight, certain traits stand out 
as baroque: a susceptibility to the transience and the fragility of life, the 
mass and dynamism of nature, the performativity of society and human 
self-re5ection. Among these characteristics is also a particular willingness 
to see and acknowledge, as Lyons writes, “the qualities of newness and 
unfamiliarity and strangeness. The Baroque is the encounter with the 
strange, with the unknown. If we think even brie5y about all that was new 
and astonishing in the early modern world, we can see that there was 
much that astonished”—new worlds, new discoveries, new technologies, 
among others.15 As a philosophical witness to the age, René Descartes, 
claims in Les Passions de l’âme (Passions of the soul, 1649) that astonish-
ment (l’admiration), is a fundamental passion at the foundation of human 
emotional and intellectual experience, before any other passion.16 With 
this in mind, I would argue that the so called “Scandinavian reports” of 
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van Everdingen fall within the aesthetic and philosophical frames of the 
baroque.17

The northern nature that van Everdingen -rst set eyes on had the qual-
ity to astonish, though he had undoubtably heard about it from traders 
and travellers. Perhaps he had also come across Olaus Magnus’s Historia 
de gentibus septentrionalibus (A description of the Nordic peoples, 1555), 
which was already translated into Dutch in 1562.18 In this wide-ranging 
book, which at the time served as the main source of knowledge about 
Scandinavia, the reader -nds renderings of northern landscapes that could 
have appealed to an artist’s amazed gaze. Magnus describes, for example, 
the beauty of the “great masses of stone which are so naturally fashioned 
in a variety of shapes”, the northern forests with their “great abundance 
of -rs and pines, junipers and larch [are] so tall that they can reach the 
level of high towers”, and how a Swedish river “5owing down from the 
topmost peaks of the mountains, passes through the rugged steeps and is 
dashed against the rocks which stand in its way, until it tumbles into the 
deep valleys with a redoubled roar of its waters.”19 As will be shown below, 
these are the natural elements of the landscape—rock, wood, water—that 
van Everdingen was receptive to.20 In pondering over his representations 
as baroque, I have found it fruitful to think of “that peculiar complicity 
of baroque with style, together with its instability with regard to period 
and periodization”, which Helen Hills underlines in Rethinking the baroque 
(2011).21 If van Everdingen’s wilderness style is to be considered baroque, 
why is that so? In answering, I follow Anthony J. Cascardi who in the 
article “Experience and knowledge in the baroque” (2019) argues that in 
a philosophical sense the baroque functions as something essential, not 
ornamental: “The essential nature of style in the baroque speaks directly 
to matters of ontology—to the importance of mode and manner, -gura-
tion and con-guration, in determining what any given thing is.”22 In the 
-nal part of the article, I will show how three baroque -gurations— 
wonder, vanitas, ways of seeing—are present in van Everdingen’s repre-
sentation of northern nature, not just as stylistic features but as essential 
articulations of the North.

On the spot and after nature

In the international literature van Everdingen does not come across as a 
typical baroque artist. He is interpreted rather in the context of a burgeon-
ing realism movement, as part of a generation of productive Dutch paint-
ers whose careers were set in motion during that particular aesthetic 
 engagement, and for which the most recognizable works were in genre 
and landscape painting.23 He was in5uenced and encouraged by the new 
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artistic convention to draw “on the spot” (aen de oort fec) and “after life” 
(naer het leven). This procedure, generally understood to have been initi-
ated by Pieter Bruegel the Elder on his travels over the Alps to Italy, was 
further emphasized by Karel van Mander in his seminal Schielderboek (The 
Book on Picturing, 1604), and was later developed by artists like Hendrick 
Goltzius who is considered to be “the -rst one to go out and draw what 
he saw”.24

But what did van Everdingen see “on the spot” during his visit to Scan-
dinavia? What did “after life” mean to him? There are indications that he 
did his travel drawings in situ, here and there, since annotations like “Een 
gesicht buiten Gottenburg” (a view close to Gothenburg), or “molendael 
buÿten gothenburgh na t’leven” (Mölndal close to Gothenburg, after life), 
are found on the back of some of his work.25 Even so, Davies warns that 
the drawings are notoriously di>cult to place and are “virtually impos-
sible to date”.26 Her complete catalogue of van Everdingen’s drawings 
contains 656 authentic watercolours, ink drawings, and oil sketches on 
paper—most of which were e+ectuated after the artist’s return to the 
Netherlands.27 Nevertheless, through careful analyses of his drawing tech-
niques she makes a quali-ed guess about which drawings were made on 
the spot.28 Regarding van Everdingen’s etchings, she writes: “His land-
scape prints are devoted almost exclusively to Scandinavian subjects, and 
most appear on stylistic grounds to have been executed in the decade 
between 1645 and 1655.”29

That said, is it necessarily a problem that some of the depictions may 
have been sketched in a studio far away from Norway and Sweden? Svet-
lana Alpers’ studies on the art of describing in Dutch art in the seven-
teenth century, suggests not. Her book draws attention to Karel van Man-
der’s pairing of the terms “after life” (naer het leven) and “from the mind 
or spirit” (uyt den geest): “While naer het leven refers to everything visible 
in the world, uyt den geest refers to images of the world as they are stored 
mnemonically in the mind.”30 She takes the example of Goltzius, who, 
according to van Mander, did not leave Rome with drawings of the great 
Italian painters, “but instead with the paintings ‘in his memory as in a  mirror 
always before his eyes’”.31 Relating this kind of artistic expression to Johannes 
Kepler’s studies of the eye in this age of observation and new optical in-
strumentation, Alpers concludes that the self of the artist is thus identi-ed 
with the image of the world.32 Meaning, di+erent experiences could be 
painted from memory and still be considered “after life”. Therefore, it is 
not surprising that van Everdingen reused his stash of drawings, his 
“Scandinavian reports”, throughout his career and could still be acknowl-
edged as a true witness, as someone who had been there, “on the spot”.33 
His name was carved in the rock. (Fig. 1)



Fig. 1. Landscape with man 
with pointer (Landschap 
met man met aanwijsstok). 
Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam, 
Public domain.
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As the seventeenth century advanced, to draw “after life” (or from na-
ture) was taken as an important step in the genesis of works of art, but the 
practice also played a part in the search for “truth-to-nature” by scientists 
and naturalists of the time. Indeed, Lorraine Daston and Peter Galison 
have pointed out that to draw after nature often implied that for “natural-
ists who sought truth-to-nature, a faithful image was empathically not 
one that depicted exactly what was seen. Rather, it was a reasoned image, 
achieved by the imposition of reason upon sensation and imagination and 
by the imposition of the naturalist’s will upon the eyes and hands of the 
artist. [---] But the artists had no need of learned treaties to make sense 
of their own lived experience.”34 Of course, artists were aware of pictorial 
conventions and expectations, and they knew that “there is no escape 
from representation”.35 Yet, the truth-to-nature that the early modern 
naturalist sought to represent was not visible to the eye, so the artist had 
to have an inner picture of the perfect specimen in mind: “Seeing—and, 
above all, drawing—was simultaneously an act of aesthetic appreciation, 
selection, and accentuation.”36 In a similar way, van Everdingen could not 
have depicted without preconceived notions, though his gaze was surely 
di+erent than the naturalist’s. His landscape renderings were not made 
for scienti-c purposes. Di+erent categories of rocks and various species of 
trees are nonetheless possible to distinguish in his drawings and etchings, 
but they are depicted with something else in mind than scienti-c or 
 topographic precision, even if, as Davies says, the drawings “datable to his 
1644 trip may be of greater interest as documentation of a foreign environ-
ment than the re-ned native landscapes he executed later in his career.”37 
So, they are realistic, but not realistic in a mimetic sense.38 To play with 
the illusion of reality could of course be regarded as a baroque strong 
point, with its fondness of the e+ects of a trompe-l’œil or an anamorphosis. 
But representing something new, his drawings and etchings above all 
evoke emotions that are typical of a baroque discourse—surprise, wonder, 
admiration, awe and other a+ects “inseparable from [baroque] ways of 
perceiving and knowing the self and world”, as Christopher D. Johnson 

has phrased it.39 In this sense, the baroque features in van Everdingen’s 
representations of Nordic nature can be seen as early interventions in a 
slowly changing attitude toward the wilderness, not least toward the bar-
ren nature of the North, for which sublime romantic values were not 
generally perceived until the late eighteenth century.40

Going abroad and coming home

Although van Everdingen’s motives for taking the route north remain 
unknown, it is clear that his relatively short visit to Scandinavia and his 
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encounter with the nature of the North was pivotal for his development 
as an artist. Going abroad to earn a living was common for young Euro-
pean artists in the seventeenth century. However, from what we know, 
van Everdingen was not sent on commission, which would have been 
normal, but travelled on his own accord. If the trip was aimed to cultivate 
and inspire, one can only guess why did he not head south towards Italy, 
as was the likely direction for a rising artist. Maybe the northern trip was 
a cheaper alternative to a grand tour to Rome; perhaps the frequent trade 
between the Netherlands and Scandinavia ensured help from compatriots 
abroad, as well as an easy passage home if needed.

One of the places van Everdingen visited, the town of Gothenburg, was 
practically a Dutch settlement in 1644. Dutch architects and craftsmen 
had been recently hired by the Swedish King, Gustavus Adolphus, to build 
a strong port city in the small passage facing the west. As a result, the city’s 
planning was similar to that of Dutch colonies like Batavia and New 
 Amsterdam. Its defence forti-cations were Dutch. Even the -rst formal 
citizen of Gothenburg was Dutch.41 Some -gures indicate that around -ve 
hundred Dutch people lived in the city, with Dutch being an o>cial lan-
guage until 1670. When the city was founded in 1621, it was squeezed 
between the Danish region of Halland in the south and Norwegian Bohus-
län (also part Danish) in the north. War between the Nordic countries 
was on-going, but by the time van Everdingen visited Gothenburg, the 
Danes were soon to lose both Halland and Bohuslän to Sweden. The city’s 
function as a border fortress thus diminished while its role as a hub for 
export, import and shipping grew with Swedish hopes of connecting to 
Dutch traders of the world.

Taking this situation into account, it is possible that van Everdingen 
was attracted to the new territories open to Dutch businessmen and inves-
tors. The idea is not farfetched, since he was likely aware of the painter 
Frans Post, who after a prolonged stay in Brazil had just returned to the 
Netherlands together with lucrative landscape visions of an idealized 
Dutch colonial enterprise.42 Indeed, van Everdingen was later commis-
sioned to paint the estate of a successful Dutch industrialist family in 
Sweden—the arms dealer Hendrik Trip’s cannon foundry in Julita, Söder-
manland—from both his memory of the Swedish landscape and available 
maps in Amsterdam at the time. Karin Sidén has suggested that the Juli-
ta painting and others of the kind may have functioned as marketing for 
Dutch interests in Sweden, which is very plausible.43 The Rijksmuseum 
description of the large painting further implies that Sweden was  regarded 
as a sort of colonial opportunity: “It [Sweden] was a perfect location: iron 
ore was mined there, and there was ample waterpower, inexpensive labour 
and fuel (wood).”44 The painting displays what Dutch entrepreneurs could 
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gain in Sweden, pro-ting from its natural resources. It is unlikely, how-
ever, that van Everdingen ever visited the Trip establishment in Julita. 
The portrayed landscape does not -t the area’s real topography, even if 
the buildings are accurate, and the river and lake are correctly situated. 
What we see is a creation of an imagined landscape of power and wealth 
from his memory of Swedish scenery.45 All the same, van Everdingen’s 
trustworthiness came from his own concrete encounter with Swedish 
nature, which ensured the picture was “after life” (naer het leven), albeit 
drawn “from the mind or spirit” (uyt den geest).

Alternatively, van Everdingen may have chosen the northern route 
looking for less exploited landscapes to meet the growing interest in wild 
nature and exotic sceneries among his countrymen. Blanc supports this 
idea. He writes that the Dutch seventeenth-century art scene implied “a 
true sublime sensitivity, implemented by artists and experienced as such 
by the audience, even if it is unlikely, again, that either could have been 
directly and explicitly aware of the categories they put into play.”46 Un-
fortunately, we have no evidence from van Everdingen to con-rm this 
hypothesis: “No piece of writing by Everdingen is extant, beyond his 
signature on various documents”, as Davies states.47 Nevertheless, the 
artist’s habitus was marked by the Dutch intellectual and artistic milieu 
of the early seventeenth century that encouraged not just a realistic ap-
proach but also that kind of sublime sensitivity Blanc is referring to. To 
mention only two landscape painters: van Everdingen’s presumed master, 
Roelandt Savery, in Utrecht excelled in depictions of spectacular and 
dangerous mountainous settings, and Jan Porcelli, produced paintings of 
dramatic ocean storms and ships in peril.48 In fact, van Everdingen start-
ed his career depicting marine settings, and seems to have been spurred 
by Savery to widen his objective beyond seascapes. According to Hou-
braken, Savery had a penchant for Nordic views, even though he never 
travelled to these parts of the world.49 Instead, Savery is known as the -rst 
to portray the wild mountainous Alpine region of Tyrol after life, and for 
which he had made his trademark.50 The motifs of wilderness, mountains, 
river valleys and waterfalls as such were thus not unknown in the age. 
Accordingly, since the rendering of the northern wilderness in van Ever-
dingen’s oil paintings sometimes looks suspiciously imaginative and 
 exotic, it is justi-able to ask, as Görel Cavalli-Björkman does, “whether 
it is not primarily a matter of a superimposition of the Scandinavian ele-
ment onto other pictorial conventions”.51 She does have a point. Yet, 
Davies has argued that the imaginative elements in van Everdingen’s 
Nordic landscapes are much more distinct in his mature work, while the 
drawings and the etchings from the Scandinavian visit in 1644 are “sur-
prisingly devoid of !amissant convention”.52 Frans Post o+ers a similar case 
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in point as he too let his visual rendering of the Brazilian landscape be-
come increasingly exotic as the years went by.

“The discovery of nature as a subject for art is connected with the evo-
lution of an urban life-style and the capitalistic division of labour”, as art 
historian Margaretha Rossholm Lagerlöf put it in her study on ideal land-
scapes in early modern Italy and France, a statement relevant for the 
context of the Netherlands too.53 Indeed, it is worthwhile to note that the 
taste for wild nature was spreading into other areas than the arts during 
this time. For instance, the ambassador, poet and intellectual Constan-
tijn Huygens introduced rough spruces and pines in his garden Hofwijck 
in The Hague with the explicit purpose to create a diverse, yet picturesque, 
wilderness.54 The planted conifers (most likely Picea abies, Norway spruce, 
and Pinus sylvestris, Scots pine) generated an “opportunity for a wider 
imagination, recalling remote scenery far beyond the cultivated landscape 
of the Netherlands”, as Wybe Kuitert declares in his analysis of spruces, 
pines and the picturesque in seventeenth-century Dutch culture.55 Not 
surprisingly, this new taste for wilderness seems to have contributed to 
van Everdingen’s successful career as an artist. After his return from Scan-
dinavia in early 1645 he soon exhibited his full repertoire of Nordic motifs, 
and his work sold well.56 In 1652 he set up shop in Amsterdam and stayed 
there until his death in 1675, steadily supplying the art market with paint-
ings, etchings and drawings of gnarled oak trees, pines and spruces, rock 
formations and steep cli+s, rapids and waterfalls, rickety bridges and saw-
mills, forest huts and log cabins—a wilderness in contrast to the highly 
cultivated and 5at Dutch landscape.

Rock, wood, and water

So, what could have been new, unfamiliar and strange to the eyes of van 
Everdingen? Browsing through his Scandinavian depictions it is impos-
sible to not recognize the prominent place of stone. The encounter with 
the rocky landscape must have been striking, since there are hardly any 
pictures without rock formations and boulders of di+erent sorts. Quite 
often these weighted elements dominate the compositions, which gener-
ate the sensation of both closeness and a landscape full of obstacles. (Fig. 
2–3) In his book on picturing, Karel van Mander took for granted that a 
close composition suited northern sceneries best, while southern land-
scapes were better in a transparent style.57 It could be that van Everdin-
gen followed this advice, or perhaps the encounter with the rocky environ-
ment inspired a certain way of seeing.58 How do you move, visually and 
physically, in this landscape, when sight and light are hindered by rocks? 
What bearings are possible?59 In the representations you catch the sight 



Fig. 2. Rocky landscape 
(Rotslandschap). Rijks-
museum, Amsterdam, 
Public domain.
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Fig. 3. Big rock formation by river (Grote rotspartij bij rivier). Rijksmuseum, 
Amsterdam, Public domain.

of huts and cabins, hidden behind the rocks. As a traveller, unfamiliar with 
the landscape, you would have to look carefully to -nd your way. Some 
depictions give the impression that the large and solid stone formations, 
like old giants, are moving with the landscape. Leaning heavily, ready to 
take a step, yet -rmly rooted in their gneiss and granite identity. This is 
not a nature to be cultivated, for how could you order such a landscape? 
The human -gures in the pictures are small and placed in the background, 
or in the corner of the composition, as to indicate their subordination to 
the stone. This impression of burdensome weight in motion also comes 
through in the way van Everdingen makes use of the slanting Nordic light, 
assuming his drawings were made during summer and early autumn. The 
late light hits the rocks, casting long shades and covering the nature in 
darkness. These are dramatic settings. Still, and strangely enough, the 
landscape does not convey a sense of danger in the way that van Everdin-
gen’s earlier marine drawings of ships in stormy weather did. The stone 
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communicates something soothing in its massive presence.60 In the depic-
tions a group of three travellers are often seen as sta+age with walking sticks 
in hands. They are small and di>cult to approach, but they give the im-
pression of tranquillity in the sparse and barren landscape. No doubt, the 
travellers could be seen as a sort of autobiographical testimony, even if we 
do not know if van Everdingen travelled in a group or alone.61 (Fig. 4) The 
-gures do not reveal their mission, but they do not look as though they 
are searching for natural resources to exploit, as would the Dutch indus-
trialists. Rather, they look as though they are exploring views to aestheti-
cally contemplate—streams, waterfalls and especially the open landscape 
sceneries after having climbed a rock—to draw after life and on the spot.

The natural landscape might have surprised van Everdingen in another 
way, in particular its Nordic vegetation. In some of the works, trees are 
seen growing on bare stone, against all odds. The roots are visible, clutch-
ing along the boulder’s surface. Twisted trunks and distorted branches 
bear witness to harsh weather conditions. The Scandinavian trees that van 
Everdingen depicts are thus seldom the tall trees Olaus Magnus spoke 
about, the trees destined for mast timber, but rather those that set root 
in the crevices of exposed rock. The trees look very much like the sessile 
oaks (Quercus petraea) that are still common along the Bohuslän coastline 

Fig. 4. Landscape with riders close to hamlet (Landschap met ruiter nabij 
behucht). Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam, Public domain.
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that van Everdingen visited. Other species are pines (Pinus sylvestris) and 
spruces (Picea abies) that pop straight up or crooked from the rock, some-
times alone as to mirror the sturdiness of the landscape against persistent 
winds, rain and freezing temperatures. The woods, with their mixture of 
spontaneous and dispersed growth of mostly conifers and weather-beaten 
deciduous trees, do not dominate the compositions as the rock formations 
do, but they add an uncultivated impression of the landscape where peo-
ple and their dwellings are secondary. In some drawings, the trees appear 
to camou5age huts, so as to show the power relations between human and 
nature. Compared to the stone, the gnarled sessile oaks seem to come 
alive. The twisted forms of this type of wood generates an imaginative 
impulse, as in the landscape with hunter, where the tree leads the hunter’s 
way among boulders and coastal forests. (Fig. 5)

The third type of depicted nature is water, the favourite element of the 
baroque with its “ambivalent materiality […] its mutability, its move-
ment, its transparency, and its re5ective quality”, as Stephanie Hanke 
writes in ”Water in the baroque garden” (2019).62 Thus water became the 

Fig. 5. Landscape with hunter by big tree (Landschap met jager bij grote 
boom). Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam, Public domain.
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leading dramatic element in the gardens of the age, where carefully placed 
fountains and ponds created amazing jets and mirrors which evoked con-
trast, surprise, and dissolution of form and boundaries. Water was of 
course not new to van Everdingen; as a marine painter he had depicted it 
in di+erent conditions. The Nordic waterfalls were new to his eyes, how-
ever, and they became the most popular motif in his paintings—a motif 
that appealed greatly to art buyers in the Netherlands. In contrast to the 
arti-cial e+ect of giant pumps in baroque gardens, van Everdingen visual-
ized water that dropped rapidly from a high altitude by its own accord. If 
the stone and trees were depicted with a touch of domesticity, the rushing 
water had a more sublime quality. In the -ne drawing of Mölndal’s water-
fall, for instance, the drop is near and the water could crush the artist if he 
were not protected by the rock in front. (Fig. 6) The human constructions 
nearby look fragile and on the verge of breaking. In another drawing of a 

Fig. 6. Mölndal close to Gothenburg after life (“molendael buÿten gothen-
burgh na t’leven”). Mölndal’s city hall, by permission of Mölndal city.



Fig. 7. Mölndal’s water-
fall, etching by Johannes 
van den Aveelen (1703) 
for Suecia antiqua et hodier-
na. Kungliga  biblioteket, 
Public  domain.





Fig. 8. Landscape with 
four spruces by a cabin 
(Landschap met vier 
sparren bij een hut). 
Rijksmuseum, Amster-
dam, Public domain.
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waterfall, a big spruce keeps the painter safe from the cascade. And, in a 
drawing of what is supposed to be the Trollhättan waterfalls, human -g-
ures are handling some kind of mill mechanism, but they are just sta+age 
at the margin. The rushing water is in focus, and you can almost hear the 
ear-splitting noise. It is as if, using Hanke’s words, van Everdingen want-
ed to communicate the sensual close-up experience of “this ambivalent 
[natural] element which can be a life-giving source or menacing deluge”.63 
Drawing these falls the artist does not provide overviews or topographical 
illustrations that would meet the demands of political or industrial inter-
ests. In comparison to Johannes van den Aveleen’s depiction of the 
Mölndal falls in Erik Dahlbergh’s Suecia antiqua et hodierna (1703), van 
Everdingen says nothing of the capacity and grandeur of the place. (Fig. 
7) His portrait of Swedish nature obviously does not manifest the mag-
ni-cence and power of the Swedish state in the way that David Klöcker 
Ehrenstrahl did in the painting Black grouses courting from 1675.64 But, 
perhaps, as a parallel to the di+erent functions of water in the baroque 
garden, Nordic wilderness had its natural parterres d’eau with the potential 
to re5ect the grandeur of its landscape.65 (Fig. 8) Considering the suppos-
edly windy and unsteady northern weather, this may have been something 
van Everdingen had in mind when he let the northern seaside, the ponds 
and the rivers show unusually calm water, and thereby open up the ren-
dering of northern nature by re5ecting the sky and landscape.

Wonder, vanitas, and ways of seeing
—the wilderness of Allaert van Everdingen

In the age of the baroque, the matter of newness, unfamiliarity and 
strangeness was approached with a novel interest. Allaert van Everdingen’s 
experience and representations of northern nature tap into this tendency. 
Supported by it, he could build a career as an artist by developing an ex-
perience of the landscape that was unfamiliar and strange to his contem-
poraries in the Netherlands and in other parts of Europe. In a way, he was 
presenting exotic things, just as the popular baroque “rooms of wonders” 
(Wunderkammer) displayed all sorts of exotic and strange artefacts and 
natural specimens. Van Everdingen’s Scandinavian depictions, marked by 
rocks and boulders, vegetation on bare stone and natural cascades, ap-
pealed to the curiosity of his countrymen and to a new sublime sensitiv-
ity, using the phrasing of Jan Blanc, that could be related to a feeling of 
vertigo in the face of an expanding world. His discoveries were not made 
from far away, but could still be considered as occurring at the margins of 
civilization—a notion that seventeenth-century Dutch men and women 
were becoming used to as a nation of global traders, colonialists and in-
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dustrialists.66 These and other pictures of wonder from the north comple-
mented those from the far east and west.

In this world of new riches and changing social orders, the importance 
of life’s transience and fragility were re5ected in the popularity of vanitas 
in still life and other genre paintings of the baroque. Does a vanitas motif 
shine through in the representations of northern nature that van Everdin-
gen encountered on his trip? The art historian Wolfgang Stechow was 
sceptical toward such an interpretation. In regard to Dutch landscape 
painting in general, he wrote: “To think of nature as a realm re5ecting 
the inconstancy of human life and endeavour was utterly outside the scope 
of Dutch thought.”67 Considering that van Everdingen gave the human 
-gures in his depictions insigni-cant roles in relation to the dominance 
of the weight of rock and the force of rushing water, I would nevertheless 
argue that there are elements of vanitas in the artist’s conception of north-
ern nature that the public would have deciphered in his times.

Allaert van Everdingen was the -rst artist who depicted northern wil-
derness with an aesthetic ambition. Typical baroque stylistic features 
challenge geometrical forms, point to the dynamics of matter, and intro-

Fig. 9. Seascape through the opening in the rocks (Zeegesicht door een ope-
ning in de rotsen). Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam, Public domain.
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Fig. 10. Big boulder in the forest (Grote Kei in het woud). Rijksmuseum, 
Amsterdam, Public domain.

duce the unavoidability of illusion. In this sense, van Everdingen’s wilder-
ness is baroque. In his conception of Nordic nature, the orientation is not 
clear and the perspectives are not given, he introduces new ways of seeing 
and knowing the world. The interconnections between feeling and know-
ing, seeing and understanding are thus active in his pictures. New visions 
can emerge from alternative perspectives, like lying in the grass and draw-
ing a glade in the Nordic woods, or peeping through an opening of a rock 
by the sea. (Fig. 9–10) By changing perspectives he incorporates the ex-
perience of the observation, and in a baroque gesture shows that we can 
“truly know only what we feel”.68 
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Abstract
The wilderness of Allaert van Everdingen: experience and representation of the north in the age 
of the baroque. Cecilia Rosengren, Associate professor in History of ideas, Department 
of literature, history of ideas, and religion, University of Gothenburg, cecilia.rosen-
gren@lir.gu.se

In 1644, a young Dutch artist, Allaert van Everdingen, was traveling parts of Scandi-
navia, which by that time was generally considered wild and on the border of the 
civilized world. His encounter with the nature in southern Norway and western 
Sweden was pivotal for his coming career as a popular painter of Nordic wilderness. 
A wilderness rendered more exotic as time went by, his perceived trustworthiness of 
its depiction came from his own concrete encounter with northern nature, which 
guaranteed a picture naer het leven (after life). This article takes a closer look at the 
drawings related to the actual trip. As a newcomer to the North, what did he see? The 
artist is usually considered in relation to the new realistic Dutch landscape painting, 
but could van Everdingen’s encounter with northern nature also be positioned with-
in a context seldom mentioned in the literature—the baroque worldview? The argu-
ment is guided by the idea that the baroque points to the diverse expressions of an 
ongoing cultural crisis that challenged traditional views of reality, which include both 
artistic and philosophical articulations, as well as geographical and scienti-c discover-
ies. In hindsight certain traits stand out, such as a fascination for transience of life, 
dynamism of nature, unavoidability of illusion, performativity of society, and not 
least the willingness to see the qualities of newness and the strange. The baroque is 
the encounter with the strange, with the unknown. In this way, van Everdingen’s 
experience and representation of northern nature, especially in relation to rock, wood, 
and water, could be an early intervention in the slowly changing attitudes towards 
the wilderness, not least towards the barren nature of the north, which sublime ro-
mantic values were not generally perceived of until late eighteenth century.

Key words: Allaert van Everdingen, Nordic nature, wilderness, baroque, sublime, 
realism, perception, experience, knowledge


